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MEINERTZ Church Convectors
Applications
It is possible to hang the heater under 
church pews, so that an even and 
comfortable heat is established in the 
church room.

Customized solutions
MEINERTZ church convector is the 
most flexible, discreet and aesthetic 
convector for mounting under church 
pews. It is high-performance and 
is produced with the taps required 
to meet the requirements for the 
renovation of listed buildings. At the 
same time, they can be delivered in all 
colors, and thus discreetly integrated 
into the construction of the bench.

Product
MEINERTZ church convectors 
are based on MEINERTZ SkyLine, 
which is made of 70 x 11 x 2.0 mm 
pressure-stable steel pipes. They 
are placed at a distance of 13 mm 
without welded metal plates between 
the water-carrying pipes. Examples of 
specifications are:

Type Height (mm) Depth (mm)
SL04        70        83
SL07        70      155
SL06        70      131
SL011        70      251
DSL07      140      155

Other models and specifications 
can be used. MEINERTZ advises on 
choosing the right convector.

Optimized piping
Optimized piping is created by 
establishing forced water flow via 
integrated partitions. In addition, 
reciprocating runs are kept on the 
same side. This means that the piping 
is optimized and can be kept e.g. 
along the walls. Furthermore, several 
individual units can be connected 
while running back and forth along the 
walls. Thus, there are no unnecessary 
pipes to deal with. MEINERTZ has 
also developed various solutions 
to hide piping and achieve invisible 
connection.

Customized church pews
MEINERTZ has a standardized 
pew bracket, which can often be 
used - and otherwise we develop a 
special one for the individual project, 
where the bracket is adapted to the 
construction of the pew.

Dimension
Depth: n of tubes x (13 + 11) - 13 mm
Height: 70 or 140 mm
Length: Max 6000 mm
Production on special dimensions is 
possible.

Surface treatment
Available in optional RAL color, 
without surcharge. It is possible to 
get the convectors so that they are 
adapted to the color of the pews.

Guarantee
A 5-year warranty on manufacturing 
and material defects is provided, 
subject to proper treatment and 
installation. We reserve the right 
to make design and dimensional 
changes due to technical 
developments.

Maintenance
Extremely easy to clean. Can be 
cleaned with a regular detergent that 
does not contain abrasive. Scratches 
and damage to the surface of the 
paint can be repaired with traditional 
wet paint in a spray can or applied 
with a thin brush.

Counseling
MEINERTZ follows the entire process 
from idea stage to design over 
execution phase and all the way to 
the final submission. The extensive 
experience with deliveries to church 
buildings - gained over many years 
with deliveries to both home and 
abroad provides a safe and secure 
process.


